Quick Questions
1. What did Dilly find in the mountains?


Dilly and the Three Monsters
11 Once upon a time, there lived a small boy called Dilly.
22 One day, Dilly went for a walk in the mountains and
32 found a cave made from chocolate. He knocked on the
42 wall but nobody answered so he went inside. At the
52 table, there were three bowls of hot soup. Dilly tasted
63 the soup from the large bowl. “This soup is too thick!”
73 he cried. He tasted the soup from the medium bowl.
83 “This soup is too lumpy!” he moaned. Then, he tasted
94 the soup from the small bowl. This soup was just right
106 so he ate it all up. As he was eating, the three
115 monsters came home. Dilly was so surprised that he
125 jumped over the table and ran all the way home.

2. Why do you think that Dilly ran all the way home
after meeting the monsters?


3. Find and copy two words from the text that the
author has used instead of ‘said’.
		
4. Number these lines from 1 to 3 to show the order
that they appear in the text.
This soup was just right.
This soup is too thick.
This soup is too lumpy.

Answers
1. What did Dilly find in the mountains?
Dilly found a cave in the mountains.

Dilly and the Three Monsters
11 Once upon a time, there lived a small boy called Dilly.
22 One day, Dilly went for a walk in the mountains and
32 found a cave made from chocolate. He knocked on the
42 wall but nobody answered so he went inside. At the
52 table, there were three bowls of hot soup. Dilly tasted
63 the soup from the large bowl. “This soup is too thick!”
73 he cried. He tasted the soup from the medium bowl.
83 “This soup is too lumpy!” he moaned. Then, he tasted
94 the soup from the small bowl. This soup was just right
106 so he ate it all up. As he was eating, the three
115 monsters came home. Dilly was so surprised that he
125 jumped over the table and ran all the way home.

2. Why do you think that Dilly ran all the way home
after meeting the monsters?
Accept any sensible answer linked to the text,
such as: I think that Dilly ran all the way
home because he was afraid of the monsters.
3. Find and copy two words from the text that the
author has used instead of ‘said’.
cried, moaned
4. Number these lines from 1 to 3 to show the order
that they appear in the text.
This soup was just right.

3

This soup is too thick.

1

This soup is too lumpy.

2

